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7 and 8 dish, Renaissance Maiolica, 16th century
three-lobe one-handle mug, Faenza Maiolica, 15th-16th centuries
Trieste, Civico Museo di Storia ed Arte

9 dish with bell painted on bottom, graffito ceramic, 15th century 
Soprintendenza Archeologia del Friuli Venezia Giulia
(courtesy of )
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We are what we eat: this saying, repeated in a myriad ways in
the nutrition-related culture of today’s well-off societies, was
already a consolidated notion in medieval medicine. it is
likewise true that we eat what we are, since nutrition is
influenced by the environment, the economy, religious values
and social organization.
e notion of ensuring one’s good health by means of a diet, a
regimen, is an ancient one, and it responds to the need for
striking a balance between pleasure and health. From the
pairing of nutrition and health there came into being, in the
14th and 15th centuries, the Regimina sanitatis, works that,
drawing inspiration from the latin and Greek scientific
traditions (and influenced by Arab adaptations of the latter),
divulged said traditions among the physicians, pharmacists
and cooks of the time.
Traditional knowledge is the main source of the exhibition,
which has been brought to life on occasion of neXT, an event
whose topic this year is BIOlogos – e Future of Life. e
exhibit bears witness to the daily life of past times thanks to
archive documents, pottery and tools that once lay on the
tables and hearths of this territory (and which come from
ancient Civitavecchia houses).
Shown for the first time, the Treatise for physical health and
diseases is a German manuscript of the 1400s, an adaptation
of Ordnung der Gesundheit by German physician Konrad von
eichstätt (deceased in 1342), and it bases its approach to good
health on the seasonal alternation of foods and on knowledge
of their individual properties.
e adaptation of Maestro Martino da Como’s cookbook

originated within the context of european Humanism.
it was translated into latin by Platina, who entitled it De
honesta voluptade et valetudine: Moderate pleasure and good
health, and it was included in the printed edition of Gerardo
Fiandra (Cividale, 1480).
early gastronomic literature and books by italian authors
(Petrarch, Boccaccio, ermolao Barbaro) accompany us in the
re-discovery of old customs and flavours. Mortar and pestle,
pots, dishes, mugs, as well as Andrea Palladio’s kitchen project
for udine’s Palazzo Antonini and the Petrarca-meister
xilographies (Augsburg, 1532) all allow us to ideally
reconstruct the kitchens of past times.
e attention paid by Platina to his territory’s food (Central-
Southern italy) provides inspiration towards the re-discovery of
the nutritional culture of this european region between the
14th and the 17th centuries. e sources are “shopping lists” –
the accounts of incomes and expenses of municipal
magistratures, of noble families such as the della Torre, of
convents such as the Benedictine convent of San Cipriano –
and the travel-logs of individuals who were curious about local
flavours.
Manner and duration of conservation, packaging and sale of
foods were all regulated by the municipal Statuta of the 14th

and 15th centuries, which set down hygienic norms and created
anti-sophistication squads in order to guarantee the quality of
the wine, oil, honey, meat and fish that were sold in the city’s
marketplace.
it is in the cornestones of agrarian science, such as the very
fortunate didactic poem Cultivation by luigi Alamanni, that
novelties concerning vines and wines meet classical sources –
wine being one of this territory’s PDo1 products, so renowned
already in the 1300s as to be a political-financial issue that
marked the history of Trieste.
Together with the most renowned vines, Caneva fighi mori
(dark figs) and cider- or table-pears are among the PDo
products whose presence is borne witness to in the itinerarium
by Paolo Santonino, the patriarchal chancellor who, from 1485
to 1487, accompanied the bishop of Caorle on his pastoral
visits to the outskirting areas of the Patriarchate of Aquileia.
To fishing and to the ‘most solemn sacrifice’, i.e. the consumption
of fish products, is dedicated the exhibit’s section that, so to speak,
‘dishes out’ oysters, scallops, tuna fish and sea-bream: it is the
section that displays the archaeo-zoological finds from the
excavations at Crosada, paired with chronicles of fishing in the
upper Adriatic that are drawn from the Croatian eclogues in
Ribanje, Fishing and the discourses of fishermen (Venice, 1568), by
the Dalmatian Petar Hektorović and from the Fishing rhymes by
Venetian poet Andrea Calmo. is seafood ‘menu’ comes full circle

with the images by Mattioli (1585) and Aldrovandi’s De piscibus
(1613) iconographic apparatus.
in the 1600s’ travel literature by Johann Weikhard Valvasor,
historian of the Carnia territory, we run into the traditions of
the Slovenian nutrition culture (blended with those of the
lower German-speaking regions) and into notes concerning
wine production and fruit cultivation in Venezia Giulia. e
1600s bring with them considerable changes to the concept of
the four temperaments upon which medicine had been based
so far. Capodistria physician Santorio Santorio comes up with
the experimental method in physiology, inventing a scales-
chair that can detect the body’s weight variations after the
ingestion of food and beverages and following visible
excretions: it is thus that the concept of metabolism comes
into being. e painting Candied fruit and seasonal fruit by
Pier Francesco Cittadini, also known as Milanese, and the
allegories Taste and smell by Johann Heinrich Schönfeld show
in a nutshell the nutritional concept of the 17th century.
1 Protected Designation origin.

1 FRAnCeSCo PeTRARCA
De remediis utriusque fortune, 1532
e good table, detail
Trieste, Museo petrarchesco piccolomineo

2 [GioVAnni DA CASTuA]
fresco, 15thcentury, detail from 
he Adoration of the Magi: the cooks
Chiesa di Sant’elena, Gradischie di
San Canziano (istarska Zupanija,
courtesy of )

3 Diaetetisch oeconomisc ordnungen
[adaptation of Konrad von eichstätt’s

Regimen sanitatis ]
c. 9 r: e Choleric Complexion
Trieste, Biblioteca civica A. Hortis

4 SAnToRio SAnToRio
De statica medicina, 1710
Trieste, Biblioteca civica A. Hortis

5 uliSSe AlDRoVAnDi
De piscibus, 1638
Trieste, Biblioteca civica A. Hortis

6 PieTRo AnDReA MATTioli
Discorsi […] su Dioscoride, 1585
Trieste, Biblioteca civica A. Hortis
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